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This is the 6th (final) module of a 2-day 6-module workshop on experimental designs for 

building optimal adaptive interventions.

By now, you know what an AI is.  You have discussed why they are important in terms of 

managing chronic disorders (indeed, an AI formalizes the type of clinical practice taking 

place today).  You have been introduced to the SMART clinical trial design, the rationale for 

SMARTs, and some important SMART design principles. Also, you have been introduced to 

typical primary aims and their associated data analysis methods.

In this module, we are going discuss Q-learning, a new type of data analysis method used 

as a secondary research aims using data arising from SMART studies.
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The remaining slides in this Module are devoted to understanding how to use auxiliary data 

arising from a SMART with a regression method  known as Q-learning to 

develop/learn/discover a more deeply-tailored AIs such as the one shown on the previous 

slide.

But first, what do we mean by auxiliary data?
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In addition to standard outcomes scales/measures, many other things could me measured 

during initial treatment (in this SMART study) that could be used in secondary analyses to 

more deeply tailor/individualize subsequent treatment, including:

Allegiance/rapport of individual with the psychologist/psychiatrist,

Environmental outcomes (parent outcomes, …),

Ecological momentary assessments (daily/weekly substance use patterns, rituals, etc.)

Notice that some of the O2 measures may be available for non-responders, but not 

available (e.g., “structurally missing”) for responders: an example of this in this ADHD study 

is the time until non-response!
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The remaining slides in this Module are devoted to understanding how to use auxiliary data 

arising from a SMART with a regression method  known as Q-learning to 

develop/learn/discover a more deeply-tailored ATS such as the one shown on the previous 

slide.
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This is an idea borrowed from computer scientists.
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In this step we focus on adherence to first stage as a tailoring variable for the 

second-stage tactic offered to non-responders. 

We also focus on the type of first stage treatment as a tailoring variables 

Here we want to know whether adherence to the initial treatment is useful for 

deciding whether to augment or intensify the initial treatment.

In other words, we want to know if the second-stage tactic should be tailored based 

on the level of adherence to the first stage.
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This is what we might learn from a regression such as the one shown on the previous slide.
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This mean that for non-responders who adhered we give them the predicted outcome that 

they would get if they had been assigned to Augment 

And, for non-responders who adhered, we give them the predicted outcome that they 

would get if they had been assigned to intensify. 
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So, we should assign MED to kids with MED in prior year
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And, we should assign BMOD to kids who did not have MED in the prior year
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Contrast 1: Among non-responders who adhere to MED, it is better to INTENSIFY treatment 

rather than ADD a different treatment (positive effect). 

Contrast 2: Among non-responders who do not adhere to MED, it is better to ADD than to 

INTENSIFY (negative effect).

Contrast 3: Among non-responders who adhere to BMOD, it is better to INTENSIFY than 

ADD (but this effect is not significant at 0.05; p-value=0.45).

Contrast 4: Among non-responders who do not adhere to BMOD, it is better to ADD than to 

intensify (negative effect).
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In Step1 PROC QLEARN  just reproduces the second stage regression you did by hand.

Step 3 implements a special bootstrap procedure (Laber and Murphy, 2012; JASA) to 

produce appropriate statistical inferences (confidence intervals) concerning the first-stage 

regression parameters.

Laber and Murphy (2012; JASA) call these “adaptive confidence intervals”.
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MAIN1 and TAILOR1 are used to specify the first-stage regression (next slide explains)

MAIN2 and TAILOR2 are used to specify the second-stage regression (next slide explains)

RESPONSE specifies the outcome variable Y

STG1TRT gives SAS the name of the A1 variable, must be coded -1/+1

STG2TRT gives SAS the name of the A2 variable, must be coded -1/+1

STG2SAMPLE is a 0/1 indicator variable specifying (if equal to 1) the sample used for the 

second-stage regression

ALPHA specifies the Type-I error used to calculate the confidence intervals for the first-

stage regression
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Notice this tells PROC QLEARN to do the second stage regression with only the S=1 

participants which are the R=0 participants, which are the non-responders who were re-

randomized.

In the next slide we show how to specify the first-stage regression by showing a complete 

specification for PROC QLEARN.
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There are other options (optional) that we do not describe in the slide. 

The User’s Guide explains these in more detail.
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** # cols = # of stage 1 parameters;

** some linear  combos can be used to obtain mean outcomes 

for different children under initial BMOD vs initial MED. 

whereas other linear combos can be used to

compare mean outcomes between MED vs BMOD for different 

children. 
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My results for the estimates will be identical to yours. My results for the confidence 

intervals will be different from yours. This is because the confidence intervals by Laber and 

Murphy (2012) are based on a bootstrapping procedure that re-samples the data. Not 

shown on this slide (but it will show on your output screen are the parameter estimates for 

the stage 2 model). PROC QLEARN provides these so you can be sure you implemented the 

correct stage 2 model that you implemented previously. You should check you got the same 

answers as for the model you ran on Slide 20.

Interpretations:

You can see that medication in the prior year is, indeed, a significant tailoring variable.  

That is, the sign for BMOD vs MED changes (contrast 3 vs contrast 6) depending on the 

level of medication in the prior year. Since contrast 3 is borderline, it would not be 

surprising if some of you see that this interval covers zero.
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The SAS code you received with this workshop shows you code for how to get the mean 

under the more deeply-tailored AI discovered by Q-Learning. We do not have time to go 

over this in this Module.
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We are now going to practice all of our new data analysis skills using a new data set based 

on an AUTISM SMART that is still currently in the field. Y

You have a handout with this design printed on it. Keep this handout while we go through 

the practicum.
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This is Step (ii) of Qlearning (done manually): This SAS code manually assigns yhat to 

prepare for the Step (iii) regression. The coefficients in the definition of yhat are from the 

Step (i) model results. The absolute value does algebraically what was shown graphically in 

the previous slide: that is, it assigns the outcome had the child been assigned their optimal 

treatment at stage 2 (i.e., assigning ADD vs INTENSITY based on adherence to first-stage 

treatment). 

One way to think about the absolute value is that it defines what would be the contribution 

of stage 2 to the expected outcome given stage 1 and adherence, if we had assigned the 

best second-stage for the non-responder 

As you can see from the PROC MEANS output, yhat has larger mean than y. This is expected 

if we did it right!!

Note: 

We are doing all of this manually here, but in forthcoming slides we describe SAS software 

(PROC QLEARN) that does all of this automatically!
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Step (iii) of Qlearning done manually.

Contrast 1: Among children who had medication (and found it acceptable) in the prior year, 

then starting with MED is better (negative effect).

Contrast 2: Among children who did not have medication (or did and found it 

unacceptable) in the prior year, then starting with BMOD is better (positive effect).

HOWEVER, WE CANNOT TRUST THE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS PROVIDED BY THE 

REGRESSION PROCEDURE HERE !!!
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